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The changed power relation between Finnish speaking minorities and the states in
northern Scandinavia are concomitant with the changed interethnic power relations
between the Finnish speaking minorities and the Såmi people. In the 1990s, parallel
to the expression of voice, a new dimension of exit took place among the Finnish
speaking minorities in Sweden and Norway. As a reaction to the national and global
strengthening ofSämi rights, a group ofFinni&h speakers in the two countries formed
a new transnational association in the late 1990s. The Kvenland Association [Sw.
Kvänlandsförbundet] was formed by people who claimed that they had historical
roats in the Viking Age and therefore should be recognised as an indigenous people.
They claimed the same rights to land and water as the reindeer-herding Sämi. Like
the Såmi they also used historical arguments and myths for claiming their connection
to a large transnational temtory, Kvenland, and established a common flag for that
imagined lemtory, like a nation state. Kvenland is in these regards, created as a place
of memory for the Finnish speakers at the North Calotte, merging history and myth
together.

The history of minorities had previously been strictly recognised within the
börders of each nation state, but now it changed to a transnational narration of a
northerly Finnish identity cross the nation börders. It has, however, been difficull: to
stress moments in the national history when the national minority ofTomedalians in
Sweden and Kvens in Norway made a history oftheir own. One ofthe ways for the
North Calotte Kven movement to separate themselves from the history ofthe present
state has been to claim kinship with the Kvens mentioned in the ninth century by
the Viking chief Ottar, but also by arguing that they are the tme descendants of the
Laps. In that context they deliberately have used the ethnonym "Lap" for themselves,
which is an old and often pejorative name for the Såmi.

The claim made by the Kvenland Association raises the nation ofprogress. During
the era of industrialisation and modemisation, the Såmi way of life was regarded as
the opposite to progress. Today it appears that this ethnic pyramid model has been
tumed upside down, and that historical progress has been reversed. In the case of
the Kvenland Association, the industrial workers are striving to be recognised as
indigenous people, not the other way around.

The investigation ofthe Tomedalian periodicals shows that they during the period
of voice worked as symbols and collective bodies for the expression of ethnicity,
national identity and modemity, forged together into an entity which bound the ethnic
periphery ofTomedalen to the ethnic core ofthe nation, which was based cm Swedish
language and culture. With the increasing threat against the culture and minority
languages ofthe Tomedalians and Kvens new kind ofpolitical organisations were
launched, tuming loya/fy into voice. With the more and more militant claims from
the Såmi, new kinds ofpolitical organisations were launched, turning voice to exil. It
seems, however, like the ethno-political mobilisation not only has to do with claims
for the rights to land and water, but also with a sense of löst language and identity and
with changed inter-ethnic relations in the local society.
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Whose history is Såmi history?
Utility, nation-state and the indigenous studies
paradigm - a historiographical comment

In their introduction to the book Indigenous Peoples. Self-determinatwn, Knowledge,^
M,geneity, "pub\\shed in 2008, Henry Minde, Harald Gaski, Svein Jentoft and
Gemges Midre argued that indigenous studies have mainly focused on mdige"ous
issueFwithm vanous nation-states. Transnational discourses and practices have
recewedkss emphasis. Studies of Såmi history and culture are, according to the
authors, a "case in point'" since research "continues to focus on the particular history
and'circumstancesofSami affairs'" within each nation-state. Almost ten years ätter
thepublic ationofthe book, little has changed in historical Såmi studies in this regard.

Why does the history of the cross-national Såmi continue to be written mainly
within 'the context of Ihe nation-state? How have different research perspectives
contributed both to the exotification and the nationalization ofthe Såmi populations
iriNorway, Sweden and Finland? In answering these questions, this chapter^xplores
threetimeperiods of Såmi historiography and their principal paradigms: Firstly, it
discusse7the emergence of "lappology" in the seventeenth century with Johannes
Schefferus' work Lapparna. Then; it moves on to a discussion on research conducted in
the 1980s to the 2000s on the governmental assimilation policies ofthe Nordic states.
Andlastlyjt explores the recent paradigm shift in historical Såmi studies involving
methodologies borrowed from postcolonial studies and especially from indigenous
'studies" Ttechapter examines the differences and similarities between thes^e research
approaches against the backdrop ofthe nations ofnation-state and ulility. Theaim of
this-chapter is"not to offer an exhaustive historiographical overview, but rather to give
amore^elective background with a comment on the latest paradigm in Såmi history
writing.~AswiU be argued in the final part ofthe chapter, the current research trends
some^hat-surprisingly resemble earlier paradigms that emphasize utility and benefit
as desired outcomes ofresearch projects.

Henry Minde et al, "Introduction". h,digmoiis Peoples. Self-dewmmatm Kmwledge,
'IndigeiKity, Edited by Henry Minde et al. Eburon Publishers, Delft, 2008). 2.
Minde et al. 2008, 2.
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Overall, the chapter suggests three reasons why the history ofthe Sämi continues

to be viewed as a parallel to rather than a part of general Nordic history. There are of
course contexts where the particularity of Sämi history should be accepted and even
emphasized. However, as the chapter will discuss, this emphasis risks presenting
Såmi history in a purely national Norwegian, Swedish, Finnish or Russian context.
Stressing the separateness ofSämi history also risks downplaying the contact points
between the Sami and other populations in northern Europé through the centuries.

The three research paradigms that the time periods outlined above bring into
focus are the following:

l. The One/Other demarcation (knowledge production within a religiously based
or a cultural/racial hierarchy)

2. National minority policies with a point ofemphasis on govemmental policies
3. The indigenous studies context (focus on the Såmi experience as part of a

worldwide indigenous experience)

The chapler will not argue for or against the three paradigms in qualitative or
subjective terms. The main argument of this chapter is that these three paradigms
have in different ways impeded the development of more cross-border perspectives
on the history ofthe Såmi and the Nordic-Barents region as a whole. I acknowledge
that it is of course a welcome change that the focus of Sami studies has shifted from
an outsiderns perspective more and more towards well-informed research in Sämi
culture, in many cases from within.

1. The One/Other demarcation (knowledge production within a religiously
based or a cultural/racial hierarchy)

The first researeh perspective in focus is what I call the One/Other demarcation. Alt-
hough the roots ofthis demarcation can be traced back to the Roman author Tacitus
and hls description ofthe primitive fenni, Johannes Schefferus' book Lapponia is a
more relevant starting point for the purposes ofthis chapter. To quote professor ofSä-
mi culture Veli-Pekka Lehtola, Lapparna is the first work on the history and culture
ofthe Såmi that "cleariy belongs to the realm ofscholarly thinking. "3

In 1671, the State Chancellor of Sweden Magnus Gabriel de la Gardie
commissioned Professor Johannes Schefferus of Uppsala University to write a book
about the Såmi populations in northem Sweden. De la Gardie had a number of
guidelines for his commission, paraphrased in the introduction to the 1963 Finnish

Veli-Pekka Lchtola, The Såmi People. Traditions in transition. University of Alaska Press,
Fairbanks 2004, 16.

translation of Lappon.a by .T»o^°»-0^rf^e^g^^s^^Zao'rasthat"SåmTmag;c lay behind the victories and the success °fteswed^an^^Z^op^co^e^AsSchefien. w^mA^^^^^^^Z^^teSam>to'u. ^to^b^^^^Zse'lfw7v7d"in'the pow~erofthe Samito channel theP.owerofAeden^OT^
Z^Ra^ ̂ neededto bejetoed^^^ ̂ ^'^Z^u^a nu^nto of^usoldi^s and sorcerer^h^ ̂ ^^^^^^riTGUari'ie"rgu'idetes"for7hebookalsoincludedthemappmgrf^cU^^rttemTwedera FweUasdescnbing the way oflife ofthe Sami, in ord» to fM^"h°o^SSZeedTh asstle^adudctenefi"fr^'I:apland-and the Sami m the best manner

P01^n, a was wntten in Lat. ̂  subsequen^s^d ̂  ̂ ^Zngmge's"A'Swedishtranslation was published in the mos^°^m^X;T^'L^^a^[^S0 5m'^^^, ^^S,Ite^geraud,encewas abroad. In h, s dedication, Pmsin^andJtok^^D^^S3^^h^^'-a'peopleUving^latedu^efo^t^^^^S^E^p^P^^^^^^^^ Z'^"M;effcrusv^m-contact with a .""1ber,ofPnests^nd^llf^ ^;Z^o^ta' S^^rusth-aTmdh1^S;:^^^'froIm'CDe'o'p';el who'we7e'weTlacquainted with theconditions of "orthem^S^den^InSS^h^^s:S^tod^^c^^^ug'Iou^uTex"ampl'e'for~thepatria and abenefit for thekingdo^thus highl, ght,ng the
a^vantageous outcome the book was hoped to have for Sweden.̂  ^

^ma"isawatershed m the eariy study ofSämi »lturea»dh"to^By^-firs^^^l^^toK Hybe^tedapiece^fsenou^^r^^^Irrhi."beliun'gsaay'""Sc"hefferus'discussed his findmgs and "^ninS'naJhor^Lhl^a?mZer'HeTarrate"criti'caltowards"manyeari. erresearchers. ^^a^^'^^^ ^;SoiäiA^js^^^^^ theWc Hislona de Gen^Sep^r^tt^^^etl^ed^ ltf7o7t he7candinavian peoples. Schefferusacc^d Magnus of scientific

m^curaciesandoffailing to establish h's. resultsemP';ira"^, ;^ , ,^_^dTv"e^u°g'hSche"ffeTemployed a critical researchperspectiye ^ad»bte-edg^^^^^^pp:^:L^. ^^^^^^tocn'ATsåmTfo7man7years to come. This double tendency portrays the Sam. as an

-Tuomo, tkonen:"Suomenla3, n alkusana". i^«"-». Johannes Schefferus. Karisto, Hämeenlmna
Johannes Scheflerus. Lappmto. Karisto, Hämeenlinna 1963, 21-24.
Itkonen 1963, 6-7.
SchefFems 1963, 17.
Scheffems 1963, 16.
Schefferusl963, 45.
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exotic culture existing separately from a common Nordic or European culture, while
rooting the research in the cultural milieu ofthe researcher. To be sure, Schefferus
treats the question of the origins of the Såmi quite extensively, and in doing so,
connects Sämi history to general Nordic history. Thus, Scheffems treats the history
of the Såmi as part of the history of the Nordic region, rather than as something
totally separate. He also notes the linguistic similarities between Sämi and Finnish.
However. in the introduction to the book, Schefferus, a native of Strasbourg, refers to
himselfas a "foreigner in this country where the Lapps themselves are foreigners"10.
The Såmi are thus portrayed as fundamentally different and separate from other
Swedes, while their history is simultaneously linked to the history ot the country
they are foreigners in, Sweden.

Lapparna laid the groundwork for much ofthe subsequent research on the Sämi
in at least two ways. Firstly, it established a clearly asymmetrical power relationship
by asking how the Swedish state could benefit from research on the Såmi culture
and livelihoods. Secondly, by asking this question, the book anchored the Sämi
culture and history firmly within the framework of the Swedish state. The book
primarily dealt with the Swedish Såmi areas. " As argued in The Saami - A Cultiiral
Encyclopaedia, this cemented Såmi culture and the livelihoods ofthe Swedish Såmi
regions as the standard way ofbeing Såmi, as viewed from the outside."

Lopporna provided the basis for many future top-down studies on the Såmi. This
top-down perspective is commonly referred to as lappolog}'. The term designates
studies that view the Såmi from an outsiders' perspective, often with the expectation
of benefiting in one way or another from the information gained through research.
Lappology was an academic activily pursued by the elite, and the research results
were never distributed to the Såmi who remained mere objects ofstudy. '3

The top-down perspective oflappology was the dominant perspective in research
on the Såmi well into the twentieth century. Around the tum of the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries, science replaced religion as the metanarrative of hierarchies
between human groups. The previous hierarchy that was based on cultural stereotypes
was slowly replaced with racially motivated stereotypes. The national perspective,
with Norwegians, Swedes and Finns studying the Sämi from the perspective of the
majority populations, still dominated. '4

Itkonen 1963, 21.
Scheffemsl963, 47.
(Jlla-Maija Kulonen, Irja Scurujärvi-Kari and Risto Pulkkinen (eds. ), rhe Sciami. A Cuttwal
Encycliipaedia. SKS, Helsinki 2005, 192.
Kulonen-Seurujärvi-Kari-Pulkkinen 2005, 189-! 90.
Kulonen-Seuruiärvi-Kari-Pulkkinen 2005, 189-191.
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The following discussion will probe mto the second research^paradigm outlined
in thischapter, the Såmi as a minonty population within nation-states.

2. National minority policies with a point of emphasis on governmental
policies

As Henry Mmde has noted in his article A^laäo» oj f'he, sam1^^"^^^^^^'^^c^^-^^^^^Zeto"p'^7a ft" the^SO-s "-and the publication of on^oftemo^mfl^m^^n^^P^^^^^^^^;^^ZIaTNiTr"ha7a"'growmg amount of research^been^ondyc te^onttew^yteS^h^^S^^Sationri iv.ng^nthen^on^bo, ^^^^a^s kaN^sönen-and Teemu Ryym. n have shown, teresea^hte^^d^^^^s^P"-^dp"-w^^m"at:"to?^^S^^^enifthe^dy ofthe pol. cies of theNordlc^tates y^^^u^a:^rmcal, ntee'smd, es, the perspective "^eSåm. has^.^^^^'^^^^c^^^^g^^^^;he"'sTmi',"b"uttoconclusions'can easily be extended t», thewhole,NOKll,c, aIa^puZ'd "buy the"Sami'"Afocus toward 'the g-emment^pol^^ na^S"^mi^ory"into'teframework of the nation-state. T^^;e^^o^nt^ntmueto concen^ate tbeir energy mainly '"_geograpUc^^^^p^n^S^his^whercte^^s^^t^^^^^S^dte^^^empha. z^^r^^^^^^rå^i'"history"writing-include the'book Sc.amelaiset "'omatare(^sam, ^^Sa3^^^^^CT ^^^^^ ̂S^de^d ̂ kenasjonale Stegar (The Sam, ̂ ^ate^^s '^^^^^^^L^^^d^^^^n^Zl^sea^onte Barents region and Daniel Lindmark has edited an

^ Regnar Jernsletten, ̂ . te^te" I_ ^:.   <'g^'""£!'.wo-'?"'±t;^^
^Z. T^omsaT^' Patrik Lantto, 7',A^M^^ /"'". j"°"a^wMme;"^ ^:SSS '^^'^"Eraw :2^^N^S^"E^^'re'c^nu'ed''lhat'we°wer'enot white". Sami .de^lily polilto m Fmta"d_19''5^wll^m^E3SSS£S5t^^^3^;S:^^S, i^^^=e. '^^'^^=;

,. t^P^htoI,, Saa^e, ̂"""^koh";^;a^1,9^; M^^" ^^^De^kra"^ - moln W*lorslaS°^ ;iA'm^', ^^""^^^l^^^^elww^ w^^um^^,. ^S^n"&»A,^""^ S^poliM og .^sbyg^g ̂ 140.
CäIliidLägadus, Kärääjohka2012.
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anthology on cross-national church history in the same region. " Both are welcome
mitiatives towards more cross-border historical research, also with regard to the
history ofthe Sämi. Swedish historian Julia Nordblad has widened the framework
of Sämi historiography through a comparison of the minority policies of Sweden
(theSämi and th e Finnish-speakers in northern Sweden) and France (the Breton-
speakers in Brittany and the Arab-speakers in the French protectorate of Tunisia).
These studies enable the object of study, Sämi history, to be elevated to a more
general level of intemational economical, political and ideological conjunctures. In
general, however, the horizontal, cross-border dimension ofSämi histoiy has gained
substantially less attention than the history ofthe Sämi within each Nordic nation-
state.

In parallel to the studies on governmental policies, researchers have emphasized
the experience and agency ofthe Sämi. 2» Mast recent research on Såmi culture and
history has been greatly influenced and enriched by the methodologies ofindlgenous
studies^ a research theme intemationally probably most famously represented by
Linda Tuhiwai Smith. 2' TUs leads us to the third point ofdiscussion, the histon/of
the Såmi as a part of a worldwide indigenous experience.

-. Themdi.gc."°.us studies context (focus on the Sami experience as part of
a worldwide Indigenous experience)

In arecent comparative anthology on indigenous history in Montana, U. S.A. and
northem Norway, Bjerg Evjen and David R.M. Beck discuss the history and future
of researeh on indigenous peoples. Evjen and Beck anticipate that in the future.
indigenous history will to an even greater extent make use of a methodology
the authors call "a new methodology". Whether the term new methodology is
appropnate can be discussed, since a number of indigenous scholars have already
used this methodology for quite same time. 22 Either way, the main content of the
new methodology is, according to Evjen and Beck, the following: In academia, more
room should be prepared for indigenous researchers, traditions and categories of

Lars Elenius (chiefeditor), The Barents Region-A Transnalional Hislory ofSlibarctic Norlhem
Europé. Pax förlag, Oslo 2015; Daniel Lindmark (cd. ), Grämöverskridande kyrkohistona. De
språkliga minorifeterna på Noräkalotten. Umeå universitet. Umeå 2016.
Ryymin and Nyyssönen 2012, 17.
Linda Tuhiwai Smith, Decolomzing Melhodotogies. Research and Jndigenous Peoples. Zed
Books Ud, London and New York. 2006.

T., 1. ;.^;
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knowledge. The aim of this is to ensure that the research outcomes will benefit the
indigenous communities and not only outsider researchers and majority societies."

The definition ofthe "new methodology" shows that the pendulum ofreseareh on
the Sämi has again, with the indigenous studies paradigm, swung to a position where
research questions are directly related to questions of benefit. As Linda Tuhiwai
Smith writes in her oft-cited introduction to the book Decohnizing Methodologies.
Research and Indigenous Peoples, schalars involved in indigenous studies should
ask themselves a set of questions, among them these three: Whose research is it?
Who owns it? Who will benefit from it?24

From an instrumental perspective, then, one might ask whether the task of the
research set out by Tuhiwai Smith, Evjen and Beck is that different from the tasks set
out in SchefFerus' Lapparna^ Whereas the questions above present a fresh approach
in questioning the aims and motives of eariier research, it also heavily implies the
idea that research should be ofpractical benefit, in this case mainly to the indigenous
community. It is a positive development that indigenous communities call for
research that benefits them after centuries of researeh that benefits someone else.
From a strictly scientific perspective, however, the principles of indigenous studies
can be questioned. The "strictly scientific perspective" can ofcourse in its tum be
criticized as being a product ofcenturies ofresearch on the terms ofthe outsider, just
as Tuhiwai Smith has done.25

Comparative approaches such as Kathryn W. Shanley's and Bjerg Evjen's
anthology reach towards a global framework at least in two ways. Firstly, comparisons
with other indigenous peoples have the potential ofcreating a cross-border perspective
on historical relations between indigenous peoples and newcomers. Secondly, in
refemng to a contemporary framework of indigenous rights, such as the United
Nations Declaration on the Rights oflndigenous Peoples, the struggle for more rights
and cultural autonomy is connected to an intemational framework. However, the
primary provider ofthe rights and cultural autonomy continues to be the nation-state.
The outcome ofthis is that researeh on Såmi history and culture, even after the tum
towards indigenous studies, continues to be conducted very much within and seldom
across the börders ofnation-states.

In the case of the Såmi, when discussing imperialistic or colonial oppressive
policies, the particularity of the Nordic Sämi colonial case bas to be addressed. In
many colonized areas, such as Latin America, the colonial power has been a more
abstract force used by representatives of a king or a government overseas and far away.

Bjerg Evjen and David R. M. Beck, ''Growing Indigenous Influence on Research, Extended
Perspectives, and a New Methodology. A Historical Approach. " Mapping Indigenoiif Presence.
North Sccmdmavian and North Amencail Perspeclives. Edited by Kathryn W. Shanley and BjorE
Evjen. The University ofArizona Press, Tucson 2015, 51-52,
Tuhiwai Smith 2006, 10.
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In the Nordic countries, the geographical proximity of the center to the periphery
means that the colonial history ofthe Sårni very easily becomes contextualized inside
each nation-state. Perhaps for this reason, it has been bard for researchers to see
power in a more abstracl sense than national govemments and their representatives
on a regional and local level. This has complicated viewing the use ofpower as part
of a larger Nordic, European and global context.

Conclusion and discussion

After the various roovements that it has gone through since Schefferus' Lapparna,
research on the history of the Såmi has retumed to the question of benefit and
utility, and remains stuck within the nation-state framework, where the Såmi appear
as a separate entity mostly within and rarely beyond this stmcture. Is there ways
around these limits? My suggestion would be to trace back the nationalizing and
exotifying histories and historiographies, and to seek both intra- and transnational
models of explanation for the trajectories taken by different countries and the Såmi
populations in these countries. In doing this, it is possible to discover other historical
narratives than those treåring with dichotoroies such as oppressors/oppressed,
powertul/powerless, One/Other, and even non-indigenous/indigenous. This kind of
historical inquiry should go hand in hand with the bottom line of'Evjen's and Beck's
methodological discussion: the responsibility of all researehers to contribute to an
academic discussion where everybody has the opportunity to participate on equal
terms. 26

Trans-border perspectives


